Join Rosedanie and other Orcas Islanders in giving a Haitian goat to a Haitian kid.

Amidst Haiti's adversity, Helping Hands Noramise stands as a beacon of hope for a small few. Your donation can fuel sustainable change by funding goats, key to self-reliance and food security in Haiti.

For just a small donation, you can initiate a cycle of sustainable farming. These goats, requiring minimal upkeep, provide nourishing essential needs in Haitian diets and are a valuable income in local markets.

Your support extends to animals, travel, tools, and seeds, vital for these community-led projects. Every contribution, big or small, sparks impactful change. Scan the QR code to join us in this transformative mission at Noramise.com – together, we can empower Haitian communities towards a self-sustaining future.